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PREFACE

This volume of Proceedings contains selected papers from the 6th International Conference on Control and Optimization with Industrial Applications (COIA 2018) held in Baku, Azerbaijan, on July 11-13, 2018. The conference, which was organized by the Ministry of Transport, Communications and High Technologies of the Republic of Azerbaijan, and the Institute of Applied Mathematics of Baku State University has received more than 300 abstracts. Following a review process, 222 of these were accepted for presentation at the conference. We thank all participants for their contributions to the Conference program and for their contributions to these Proceedings.

The topics that are covered in the conference include Control Theory, Optimization, Intelligent Systems, Fuzzy Control, Numerical and Computational Methods, Network and Telecommunications, Mathematical Modelling and Simulation, Applications in Industrial Processes and Economics, and Identification.

Reviewing and evaluating the submitted abstracts to COIA 2018 was a challenging undertaking that relied on the goodwill of many researchers who are experts in the topical areas covered by the conference. More than 65 researchers were involved in that process, and we thank them for their time and effort in reviewing the submissions and in providing useful feedback to the authors, which the final versions of the papers included in these Proceedings have benefited from.

We would like to express our deep appreciation to the conference sponsor, Ministry of Transport, Communications and High Technologies of the Republic of Azerbaijan for their financial support.

As this conference is being closed, we look forward to the next one in the series, the 7th International Conference on Control and Optimization with Industrial Applications, which will be held in 2020.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The use and application of modern methods of objective evaluation for scientists and specialists in various disciplines is particularly important for any science. At present, there are no common and acceptable standards for collecting information about publications. It is known that traditions of assessment in various disciplines are very different. Based on this, the paper studies the problems associated with the statistics of scientific publications. In each case the classification and use of Data Mining mechanism for the integration of data sources in bibliometric is proposed. In the case of classification and use of the Text Mining mechanism as a part of Big Data techniques for the integration of data sources in bibliometric is proposed [1]. Text Mining is a set of technologies and methods designed to extract information from large volumes of text data by automating the obtaining process of necessary information.

Based on the results of theoretical studies carried out by the authors, the level of development of science in each country is determined by three main indicators: qualitative fundamental and advanced application researches and highly efficient elaboration systems [2]. The study of modern problems of formal and informal scientific communications is always in the focus of modern science.

Today large-scale databases, such as Google Knowledge Vault, Deep Dive, and Microsoft Academic Graph have been widely used to integrate data from multiple sources. It should be added that the classifiers are not eligible for the science disciplines adopted by the statistical and the qualifications of scientific specialties.

The precise definition of authors is an important factor in determining the rank of a scientist researcher, which is relevant to cross-language identification [3].

Analyzing the processing of text documents by Big Data means like Text Mining, a specific question arises: how to improve bibliometry and citation analysis using the obtained data?

Big Data has more data streams with higher speeds, that is why the infrastructure for information collection must provide expected delays in the processing of short and simple queries, support large volumes of transactions (often in distributed environments), and support the use of dynamic data structures.

Quotations indexes and indicators dynamically are used to analyze both publishing strategies and the impact of articles. In the latter case, the change in the indicators of the organizations related to scientific activity in higher education and reflects the evolutionary speed and direction. Working with Text Mining allows us to get out of the framework of metadata used in bibliometry [4].
2. THE USE OF TEXT MINING MECHANISM FOR THE INTEGRATION OF DATA SOURCES

Let's review the process of removing key concepts from the following text:

The division of Intellectual Property and Science of Thomson Reuters Agency and Web of Sciences platform from Clarivate Analytics published the annual report on journals quoting (JCR) in 2018 that is the world's most prestigious resource in this area as an evaluation indicators' source of peer-reviewed publications and journals with impact factor (IF).

At the Lexical Analyze stage, the text is divided into sentences and lexemes. Every lexeme is searched in the dictionary for the definition of its speech and other features. Such a vocabulary is prepared by experts from the relevant field. In our example lexemes Thomson Reuters and Web of Science, IF and JCR should be identified. Thomson Reuters and Clarivate Analytics are the names of the companies, while the IF and JCR are marked as abbreviations.

At the next stage, other forms, such as specific names are being considered.

Names with different names are available in texts. It is fairly easy to identify them by the use of images built on parts of speech, parsing and spelling properties. For example science-oriented companies can be identified as follows:

- By the word analytic that can belong to investigation companies;
- By the word latiform referring to technology or innovation.
- Company type like Thomson Reuters;
- Company type like Clarivate Analytics;
- Platform type like Web of Science;

Abbreviations can be defined by a graphical analysis or acronyms that are based on the first letters of the names.

As a result we will get the following structure:

The division of Intellectual Property and Science of [specific name type: company Thomson Reuters Agency] and [specific name type: platform Web of Sciences] from [specific name type: company Clarivate Analytics] published the annual report on journals quoting (JCR) in 2018 that is the world’s most prestigious resource in this area as an evaluation indicators’ source of peer-reviewed publications and journals with impact factor (IF). Identification of some aspects of syntactic structures simplifies the next phases of facts detection. On the other hand, it is difficult to identify complex structures in the sentence. In this connection, different ways of text analyzing differently solve this issue. Some of them leave this stage, while others analyze the sentences. However, most systems analyze consistent fragments of sentence. They build only structures of the separate sentences fragment precisely defined either its syntax or semantics.

The construction of structures for nouns (noun + its modifications) and verb groups (verb + its auxiliary parts) can be an example of such approach. Both types of structures can be constructed using local syntactic information. Moreover, such an approach allows the establishment of large structures of nouns groups in the case of semantic information existence confirming the correlation of the compounds. All these structures are built using the same regular expressions.

Initially, all groups of nouns are marked with the noun sign. As a result, our example will look like this:

- [the noun essence: e1 The division] of Intellectual Property
- [the noun essence: e2 Property]
- [the noun essence: e3 Science]
- [the noun essence: e4 Thomson Reuters Agency]
- and [the noun essence: e5 platform Web of Sciences] from [the noun essence: e6 The company Clarivate Analytics] [verb: published] The annual [the noun essence: e7 report] on [the noun essence: e8 journals] quoting (JCR) in 2018 that is the world’s most prestigious [the noun essence: e9 resource] in this [the noun essence: e10 area] as an [the noun essence: e11 evaluation] [the noun essence: e12 indicators] [the noun essence: e13 source] of peer-reviewed [the noun essence: e14 publications] and [the noun essence: e15 journals] with impact [the noun essence: e16 factor] (IF).

Additional properties can be combined with each of the groups: verb voices, moods and tenses are such features for verb groups. For noun groups this information is about the noun.
The essence for each group of names, the essence is created. In our example, their number is 16:

- organization, part The division;
- possessions, form Property;
- human activity, knowledge Science;
- company, name Thomson Reuters Agency;
- management, environment Platform;
- company, name The company Clarivate Analytics;
- notification, name Report;
- edition, name Journals;
- space, name Resource;
- part, name Area;
- quality control, name Evaluation;
- feature, name Indicators;
- universe, name Source;
- release, name Publications;
- edition, name Journals;
- indicator, name Factor.

The essence of cases and relationships extended and pre-illustrated examples are used. As a result of local analysis, the essences and the cases - are extracted from the text. A complete text is based on the pre-created essence of events and the list of contents is updated. Concepts can be obtained through the described method. As a result of local analysis, after adding the case - will be created in the classification of new documents (statistical approach).

The advantage of this approach is that there is no need for dictionaries, which are not established for large subject areas. But in order to avoid the wrong classification, it is necessary to provide a perfect presentation of each category.

In the context of growing scientific data the development and use of new mechanisms for analysis and evaluation is becoming more relevant. The combination of the approaches is also possible when selecting and setting rules is automatically done in the training example. The information obtained through this bibliometric study can effectively in different assessment procedures, and can determine the development or the interdisciplinarity of different scientific directions.

Keywords: Word and phrases, lexical analyze syntax and semantics, features.

ISIS Subject Classification: 94A99.
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